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Abstract: In wastewater treatment plants, most microbial characterization has focused on bacterial,
archaeal, and fungal populations. Due to the difficult isolation, quantification, and identification
of viruses, only a limited number of virome studies associated with wastewater treatment plants
have been carried out. However, the virus populations play an important role in the microbial
dynamics in wastewater treatment systems and the biosafety of effluents. In this work, the viral
members present in influent wastewater, mixed liquor (aerobic bioreactor), excess sludge, and effluent
water of a conventional activated sludge system for the treatment of urban wastewater were
identified. Viral members were observed by transmission electron microscopy and studied through
next-generation sequencing studies. The results showed the dominance of bacteriophages in the
viral community in all samples, with the dominant viral phylotype classified as Escherichia coli
O157 typing phage 7. Moreover, different human viruses, such as Cynomolgus cytomegalovirus and
Gammaherpesvirus, were also detected.

Keywords: next-generation sequencing; sewage virome; viral distribution; virus; transmission electron
microscopy; wastewater treatment plant

1. Introduction

Viruses are the most abundant biological form in the world, and they play an important role
in controlling the populations of the ecosystem through host–virus interrelations [1]. The most
abundant human-associated viruses include rotaviruses, noroviruses, enteroviruses, astroviruses,
and adenoviruses, which are widely found in urban wastewater worldwide [2,3]. Viruses are very
difficult to quantify and detect. However, around 200 viral human pathogens have been identified [4].
The most common viral pathogens include adenovirus (AdV) group F, hepatitis A and E viruses
(HAV and HEV), norovirus genotype I and II (NoVGI and NoVGII), enterovirus A–D, and rotavirus
A [5], but additional viruses and new diseases are continuously being discovered [6,7]. A few studies
based on general viral contamination pointed out that adenoviruses serve as indicators [8–11]. It was
estimated that 2 to 12 million people die every year from waterborne diseases [12]. Although this is
sometimes caused by unidentified agents, research suggests that the main cause are enteric viruses
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located in groundwater or freshwater bodies [12,13]. However, until some years ago, microbial safety
of water and wastewater has been determined exclusively by testing for bacterial indicators, mainly
fecal coliforms and Escherichia coli, whose techniques fail as bioindicators to protect against parasitic
protozoa, pathogenic viruses, or infectious fungi, which could survive for longer periods than bacteria.
Viruses were described to persist for extended periods in water and are also more resistant to removal
in comparison with bacteria [14–16].

Water supply concerns present a serious global threat that have been intensified with growing water
demand. For this reason, marginal-quality water has become an essential component of agricultural
water supplies, particularly in water-scarce countries, such as Spain, Italy, or Greece [17]. The reuse of
treated wastewater is an essential and beneficial component for irrigation in agriculture; however, the
presence of chemicals, bacteria, or viruses in this kind of water has been described as a potential risk for
human health [18,19]. Despite the strict regulations, the irregular distribution of water resources causes
serious deficit situations in important parts of the Mediterranean countries. For instance, agriculture is
one of the most water demanding sectors in Spain (around 739.37 m3/s). Thus, treated wastewater is a
potential resource in this area, so the risks that the viruses pose in the effluent of wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs) must be controlled to avoid fecal contamination in agriculture production that could
affect human and animal health.

The different steps within wastewater treatment plants lead to remove pathogen as well as
an accumulation of microbial communities such as Bacteria, Archaea, Fungi, Protozoa, or Metazoa.
Usually, activated sludge is the main process to remove pollutants. Still, its high concentration of
microorganisms and nutrients promote the presence and abundance of viruses in this phase, which are
10 to 1000 times more abundant than in natural aquatic environments [9,10]. Additionally, viral particles
are usually spread in the air, mainly situated above tanks, at a concentration of up to 10−4 most probable
number (MPN) per liter [11]. However, the presence of the ultraviolet spectral range by solar radiation
damages the structure of airborne viruses [20]. Virus populations in wastewater provide essential data
about virus circulation, the development of novel viruses, and their transmission [21]. The discharge
of both human pathogen and bacteriophages in treated wastewater to a natural environment impacts
the receiving water bodies [3,22]. The conventional activated sludge (CAS) process spreads more
pathogenic viruses in their discharges than other technologies. For instance, the removal efficiency
of adenoviruses ranges from 1.3 to 2.4 log, while that in a membrane bioreactor (MBR) ranges from
3.4 to 5.6 log [15]. Therefore, we described the regulatory role of bacteriophages in the prokaryotic
community dynamics of biological wastewater treatment, considering that more than 96% of DNA
viruses were bacterial phages [16].

The limited studies on environmental virome results in the lack of methods for monitoring and
identifying this kind of biological entity spatially and seasonally. The novelty in metagenomics to
identify viral particles is challenging from both experimental and computational aspects due to the
nature of these particles. Viruses reside in a complex matrix within WWTPs. Analyzing this matrix is
important to understanding the human health risks associated with the viral load in wastewater that is
subsequently spread to natural resources and agriculture [23]. Additionally, it is essential to mention
that the viral matrix in the different steps in a WWTP are related to the influent characterization,
operational conditions, and implemented technology.

The main goals of this study were (1) to identify the viruses in different steps (influent wastewater,
mixed liquor, sludge, and effluent water) of the full-scale WWTP from the city of Granada and a
dairy factory; and (2) to check the distribution of the virome in the different stages of the wastewater
treatment plant train.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Wastewater Treatment Plant Characterization

A municipal WWTP (Los Vados) located in Granada, Andalusia, Spain (37◦11′29.2′′N 3◦40′35.0′′W),
was evaluated in this study. This WWTP can treat 24,000 m3/day using the CAS process, modified
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Ludzack–Ettinger (MLE), with sequential anoxic and aerated bioreactors. The Los Vados WWTP
collects the influent from the west and north urban areas of Granada and also receives the discharge
of a dairy factory, which consists of 20% of the total input to the CAS units. The WWTP consists
of two primary settlers, followed by biological treatment of CAS equipped with facultative anoxic
treatment, which is subsequently resolved with three secondary clarifiers [24]. In the aerated chamber,
the dissolved oxygen was 3.6 ± 0.4 mg·L−1, while in the anoxic chamber, it was 0.7 ± 0.1 mg·L−1. Table 1
shows the operating conditions of the WWTP used for our study and some environmental parameters
in which the activity was carried out.

Table 1. Main operational and environmental parameters of the Los Vados wastewater treatment plants
(WWTP). Data were provided by the municipal wastewater company of Granada (Emasagra S.A.).
HRT: hydraulic retention time; SRT: sludge retention time; TSS: total suspended solids.

Parameter Value

Bioreactor volume (m3) 3754
Equivalent inhabitants 223,000
Flow rate (m3/month) 552,295 ± 9480

HRT (h) 4.9 ± 0.1
SRT (day) 4.0 ± 0.2
TSS (g/L) 5.05 ± 0.57

Maximum–minimum temperature (◦C) 16.5 ± 3.7 to 2.8 ± 3.4
Average temperature (◦C) 9.3 ± 2.9

Relative humidity (%) 74.8 ± 10.0
Wind speed (m/s) 1.1 ± 0.6

Average daily solar radiation (Mj/m2) 12.5 ± 6.6
Precipitation (mm/day) 1.0 ± 3.4

The physicochemical characteristics of the influent wastewater and effluent (treated water) in Los
Vados WWTP were quite constant during the study period (Table 2). These data demonstrated high
stability and good functioning of the WWTP. The analyses were done daily during the study period
(January to April).

Table 2. Physicochemical characteristics of the influent wastewater (Inf) and effluent water (Eff) in the Los
Vados WWTP. Data were provided by the municipal wastewater company of Granada (Emasagra S.A.).

COD BOD5 TN TP pH

Influent 653.8 ± 27.7 mg O2/L 374.4 ± 23.5 mg O2/L 97.4 ± 0.2 mg/L 11.5 ± 2.3 mg/L 7.7 ± 2
Effluent 70.0 ± 2.4 mg O2/L 12.2 ± 1.3 mg O2/L 52.3 ± 8.3 mg/L 1.0 ± 0.2 mg/L 7.7 ± 2
Removal 92.0 ± 0.6% 97.4 ± 0.2% 43.4 ± 9.9 mg/L 90.8 ± 2.6 mg/L

COD: chemical oxygen demand; BOD5: biological oxygen demand at day 5; TN: total nitrogen; TP: total phosphorous.

2.2. Sample Collection and Nucleic Acid Extraction

Samples were individually taken monthly for four months (January to April 2018) in sterile
containers (2 L) from different points of the Los Vados WWTP, located in Granada, and they were kept
at 4 ◦C and processed within the next 24 h. The samples were collected from influent raw wastewater
(IW), mixed liquor in the aerobic bioreactor (ML), excess sludge (EX), and effluent treated water
(EW), which were transferred quickly to the laboratory, centrifuged in a Beckman Avanti centrifuge
at 6000 rpm for 1 h, and then stored at 4 ◦C. Subsequently, samples were filtered through a 0.45 µm
filter and mixed with 8% PEG 8000 (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and 0.3 M NaCl (pH adjusted
to 7.2) following the protocol described by Aw et al. [25]. The samples were incubated at 4 ◦C for
approximately 18 h and centrifuged in a Thermo Scientific SL 16R centrifuge at 7000 rpm for 1 h.
The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was suspended in 20 mL of phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) solution. Then, the concentrated biomass was filtered through a 0.22 µm filter (CA-membrane
sterile, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) to remove any remaining bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic
cells. Both filters used were made of polycarbonate and sterile, and filters were not cation coated.
Viral particles were concentrated using Amicon Ultra of 100 kDa centrifugation columns (Millipore)
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at a total volume of 2 mL. The remaining samples were subjected to a treatment for removing DNA
not encapsulated in viral particles using DNAse treatment (Invitrogen, Catalogue Number AM1906,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) [26].

The viral DNA was extracted from samples using a QIAmp MinElute Virus Spin Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) [25]. Viral RNA extraction was done with Trizol reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) [27], and reverse transcription to obtain cDNA was carried out using a SuperScript
III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) [28].

Finally, the pools of DNA and cDNA were mixed in equimolar concentrations, the quality of
samples was measured by the Abs260/Abs280 ratio, and the pool was stored at −20 ◦C. Samples
were sent to the Research and Testing Laboratory, Lubbock, Texas, for next-generation sequencing.
First, samples were quality control checked using a Qubit 4.0 fluorometer and trace analyzed using a
fragment analyzer. Once samples passed the quality control check, library preparation was started.
Then, samples were fragmented using a Diagenode Biorupter. After samples were sonicated and
were subjected to the KAPA HyperPrep DNA Library Kit library protocol. After library preparation,
samples were quality checked using the Qubit 4.0 and fragment analyzer. Finally, samples were pooled
and sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq instrument (2 × 300 paired-end reads). The concentrations of
DNA, RNA, cDNA, and DNA + cDNA of all samples were measured using 1 µL of each pool carried
out by spectrophotometric method using a Thermo Scientific™ NanoDrop 2000 during each stage of
nucleic acid extraction.

2.3. Visualization of Viral Particles by TEM

Concentrated virus particles were visualized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
in the Scientific Instrumentation Center (CIC) of the University of Granada. Firstly, 30 mL of viral
suspension was recovered using a carbon film for 5 min. The sample was washed with ultrapure
water, and subsequently, a negative stain with 1% uranyl acetate was performed [29]. The sample was
visualized with a Zeiss EM Libra 120 Plus TEM at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV using a lanthanum
hexaboride thermionic filament.

2.4. Bioinformatics Pipeline

All sequences were processed using mothur [30] and BLAST [31] software. First, paired-end
sequences were assembled into contigs using mothur through an alignment under Needleman
conditions that allowed the generation of ambiguous base pairs when the Phred quality score was six
or lower. After making contigs, these were screened to remove those with more than 0 ambiguous
bases and homopolymers longer than eight base pairs. After this screening, a pipeline similar to
that used by Zhao et al. [32] was followed. In the first step, the contigs were blasted using blastn
against the nucleotide database VirusDBNT_20160802_ID98. The contigs with an e-value < 10−5 were
considered positive matches and classified as viral. The remaining contigs were then blasted using
blastx against the protein database VirusDBNR_20160802_ID98. Those matches with an e-value < 10−3

were considered viral. Remaining contigs were then mapped against the collection of reference
prokaryotic representative genomes derived from the NCBI (10/17/2018) using BLAST and blastn,
and those that had a match with an alignment score > 50 were considered bacterial DNA and removed
from the analysis. Meanwhile, those with an alignment score < 50 were considered viral sequences.
These viral sequences were classified through BLAST software in successive steps. First, viral sequences
were blasted through MEGAblastn against the NCBI nt database (17 November 2018), considering
those with an e-value < 10−10 as positive matches. Non-positive matches were then blasted through
blastn against the NCBI nt database (17 November 2018), considering those with an e-value < 10−10 as
positive matches. Non-positive matches were then blasted through blastx against the NCBI nr database
(20 November 2018), considering those with an e-value < 10−3 as positive matches. The viral sequences
that had no positive matches were considered as non-identified. All identified sequences (those with a
positive match in any of the BLASTs) were then taxonomically classified using the C-RVDB v15.1 [33].
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The raw data from Illumina have been uploaded to the NCBI database under the
accession PRJNA641872.

2.5. α-Diversity Indices and Similarity Analyses of Samples

Analysis of species richness, diversity, and evenness of each sample were calculated using the
Chao-1 estimator, Shannon–Wiener, and Simpson diversity indices in the PASTv3 software. Similarities
of viral communities among the different samples were observed by means of principal components
analysis (PCA) and singular value decomposition (SVD). For the PCA, the counts table was used
to compute it based on Bray–Curtis distances and the vegan package implemented in R software.
SVD was calculated using the robCompositions package [34] implemented in R, and for this, we used
a centered log-ratio transformed viral counts table. The centered log-ratio transformation of the viral
counts table was done using the zCompositions package [34] implemented in R, for which zero values
were replaced using a count-zero multiplicative method by Bayesian multiplicative replacement.

2.6. Differential Abundance of Viral Phylotypes

The differential representation of viral phylotypes among the different samples was assessed by
means of expected effect size (EES), differential expression analysis (DEA), and similarity percentage
(SIMPER) analyses.

SIMPER analysis was done using the viral counts table calculated for partition one (P1), the influent
sample, and partition two (P2), the effluent water, sludge excess, and biological reactor, through
PASTv3 software, and computed based on Bray–Curtis distances with 9999 bootstrap replications.
For the computation of EES, the package ALDEx2 [34] was used, first for correction to avoid zero counts
in the viral counts table, and then for the transformation to a centered log-ratio using 128 Dirichlet
Monte-Carlo distributions. The DEA was calculated using the package edgeR [35] implemented in R,
using a confidence of 0.05 and 10,000 bootstrap replications

2.7. Multivariate Redundancy Analysis

A multivariate redundancy analysis was done to observe the linkage between dominant viral
phylotypes with operational parameters (COD, BOD, TN, TP) and the relationships of viral phylotypes
with the selected points within a biological treatment. The computation was done by 499 unconstrained
Monte-Carlo simulations under a full model in CANOCO 4.5 for Windows [36].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Quality of the Viral Nucleic Acid Extraction Protocol

First, and before starting with the viral phylogenetic analysis, it was necessary to check whether
the protocol used in the extraction of the viral nucleic acid using the Nanodrop as a molecular method
was useful for the studying the virome in the WWTP. Table 3 shows the quality and efficiency of the
extraction protocol used in our study. In this sense, our data showed high quality in the standard
values of all nucleic acid samples extracted during the study based on the high Abs260/Abs280 values
(1.8 to 2.0). We can confirm that the Nanodrop allows us to adequately analyze the virome quality and
concentration of a WWTP analogously to other studies that were previously done [37].

Table 3. Concentration (ng/µL) of DNA, RNA, cDNA, DNA + cDNA, and Abs260/Abs280 ratio in the
extracted viral nucleic acid samples.

Sample DNA RNA cDNA DNA + cDNA Abs260/Abs280

Influent water (IW) 61 40 1310 71 1.98
Mixed liquor (MX) 56 50 1612 61 1.91
Excess sludge (ES) 57 70 1413 65 1.84

Effluent water (EW) 108 52 1372 112 1.96
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3.2. Viral Particle Morphology by TEM

TEM observations showed viral morphologies that corresponded to viruses which infect eukaryotic
cells and bacteriophages. However, TEM analysis showed some differences depending on the sampling
place. Thus, in the influent samples (Figure 1A), a wide diversity of Eukarya viral particles and
bacteriophages were detected with a highly conserved morphology. An analogous situation was
observed in the samples obtained from the WWTP effluent and sludge (Figure 1C,D), where the
presence of eukaryotic viral particles and bacteriophages was also detected. However, when aerobic
bioreactor samples (mixed liquor) were observed by TEM, practically only virions with bacteriophage
morphology were detected since bacteria could multiply and function as hosts for their viruses
(Figure 1B). Although these results are simply a qualitative observation, they might suggest that the
virome in the biological reactor was dominated by bacterial viruses, something that is logical if we
consider the high amount of active bacterial biomass present in this habitat [38].Water 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 20 
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The TEM studies also suggested that the samples examined from the WWTP effluents contained a
lower number of viral particles in relation to the other samples examined. These preliminary results
were subsequently corroborated by massive parallel sequencing studies. Other authors have previously
described similar results [39], which indicated that a decrease in the number of viral particles occurs as
a consequence of wastewater treatment.

3.3. Viral Phylotypes in the Wastewater Treatment Plant

Zhang et al. [40] described the significant role of bacteriophages in the optimum operation of
WWTPs and their importance in the improvement of effluent quality. In this study, the dominant
viral phylotypes found in wastewater samples were mostly related to bacteriophages regardless of the
sampling point (Figure 2). Specifically, the dominant viral phylotype in the WWTP was classified as
Escherichia coli O157 typing phage 7. This result was not surprising since E. coli phages are one of the
most common viruses in WWTP [41], and coliphages have been widely employed as indicators and
source tracking markers of fecal pollution of water [42]. Particularly, E. coli O157 phage 7 has been
used as a biocontrol agent in several food industries, due to the frequent contamination of foods with
E. coli O157:H7 [43]. Actually, the great diversity of E. coli phage had been reported widely [41,42].
Specifically, the phage E. coli had been associated with cattle, where the bacteria may be spread among
the animals asymptomatically, suggesting the deep and strong effect that the dairy influent in Los
Vados WWTP could have in the virome community [44–46].

Seasonal changes in E. coli O157 phage 7 populations, their intermittent presence in WWTPs,
and their decrease during urban wastewater treatment processes have been described [39]. However,
in this study, we observed that this bacteriophage accounts for more than 10% of the total viral
community, independently of the samples examined (influent wastewater, mixed liquor, sludge,
and effluent water), suggesting that this phylotype could be considered a predominant member in the
virome of the WWTP.

The Pseudomonas phage LKA 1 and Aeromonas phage vB also observed in high abundance, although
these phylotypes were mainly detected in influent wastewater samples. Pseudomonas and P. aeruginosa
bacteriophages have been widely studied in WWTPs due to the infectious character of these bacteria
in humans [40,47,48]. Pseudomonas phages are known to affect key aspects of Pseudomonas such as
biofilm formation, virulence, and antibiotic resistance [49]. In this sense, Pseudomonas phages have
been proposed to remove fixed biofilms produced by Pseudomonas in WWTPs [47]. It was reported that
a 1 h dose of phages at the concentration of 5.1 × 106 PFU/mL and flow rate of 1.6 mL/min was able to
remove P. aeruginosa from different biofilter systems with ratios ranging from 56% to 70%. Therefore,
the small doses of phages led to a decrease in the presence of P. aeruginosa in the effluent and also
promoted and controlled the ammonia-oxidizing bacteria in biofilter technologies [40,48]. Finally,
it should be noted that Pseudomonas phages have been investigated as a potential therapeutic tool when
infections caused by this bacterium are highly resistant to antibiotics [50].

This study showed the presence of P. aeruginosa phages in the influent water, while both sludge
and effluent samples showed no presence or very low relative abundance of these bacteriophages.
This suggests that P. aeruginosa phages are practically removed during the different steps that occur
in WWTPs [41]. A similar behavior was observed for Aeromonas phages, which were abundantly
identified in the influent water but were practically absent in the aerobic bioreactor (mixed liquor),
effluent, and sludge samples.

Edwardsiella phages were found in mixed liquor samples obtained from the aerobic bioreactor
at a relative abundance > 1%, but which are commonly reported in activated sludge systems [51].
Two Escherichia bacteriophages were found in sludge samples. Finally, in the effluent water, a high
representation of one Enterobacteria phage was detected together with E. coli phages.
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The results of this study suggested that the stages of treatment produced changes in the diversity
of the bacteriophage community in the inlet water (influent), mixed liquor, excess sludge, and treated
water (effluent) of activated sludge at a full-scale urban WWTP. However, some phylotypes such as
Escherichia coli O157 typing phage 7 were present in all of the treatment steps tested (water line and
sludge line). These results demonstrate that some bacteriophages in a WWTP could be a constant part
of the viral community and represent a stable fraction of a biological complex matrix that characterizes
the virome of the WWTP. This fact could be relevant in biological wastewater technologies due to
the important role that bacteriophages play in aspects such as the stability of bacterial communities,
the removal of pathogens, and the limitation exerted on the bacteriophage community regarding
horizontal gene transfer in the complex matrix of activated sludge [38,52,53].

Human viruses were also detected in the WWTP, and this is consistent with other reports [41].
Thus, the most abundant phylotype detected in the influent water, mixed liquor, sludge, and effluent
was affiliated with Cynomolgus cytomegalovirus isolate 31909 (Figure 3), which has been reported as a
widespread opportunistic pathogen affecting immunocompromised individuals and was previously
found in urban wastewater [54]. Gammaherpesvirus 4 isolate ebv14 was also found in all of the
sampling locations in the WWTP, although it was always detected in effluent water at a very low
relative abundance (Figure 3). Gammaherpesviridae are a subfamily of DNA viruses of vertebrates
of the Herpesviridae family, which are lymphoproliferative viruses that can become latent in B.1
lymphocytes. According to our knowledge, this is the first time that the presence of this type of virus
has been reported in effluent water from a WWTP, although it has been previously reported in WWTP
systems by Simmons et al. [15].

Hepatitis C virus (HCV)-related sequences were found in high abundance in the influent
wastewater (Figure 3). However, this phylotype was not detected in the mixed liquor, sludge,
and effluent samples. This result could suggest that the presence of this phylotype in the urban
wastewater was probably due to human or animal fecal contamination. These data may be surprising,
since there is no evidence that this virus has been described in wastewater. However, it has been
previously described in aquatic environments affected by farm animals [55], and this could be the case
in our research, given that we analyzed the dairy factory effluents treated in the WWTP. However,
the hepatitis C virus is present in high enough amounts in rectal mucus to allow transmission of this
virus, according to a study conducted with men co-infected with HIV and HCV [56]. Consequently,
its presence in urban wastewater must be considered as possible.

When the presence of viruses which infect eukaryotic cells in the excess sludge was studied,
high diversity and abundance was detected with Prunus necrotic ringspot virus and Cytomegalovirus
as the most dominant (Figure 3). However, it is noteworthy that a very low diversity of viruses
which infect eukaryotic and human cells was observed in the effluent water. These data suggest that
the wastewater treatment process efficiently removes the viral load from the waterline. However,
an important fraction of the viral load was deposited in the sludge generated during the biological
treatment process.
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3.4. Distribution of Viral Phylotypes in the Wastewater Treatment Plant

The species richness calculated by the Chao-1 index showed that samples from influent wastewater
have higher values, while those values in the effluent water and mixed liquor were much lower.
Nonetheless, the lowest values of richness were detected in the samples obtained from excess sludge
(Table 4).

The α-diversity measured by Simpson and Shannon–Wiener indices showed that the highest
diversity was found in influent samples. In contrast, the samples from excess sludge and mixed
liquor were approximately similar to 1. Finally, the effluent samples registered the lowest diversity.
These data seem to confirm the hypothesis that effective wastewater treatments can reduce viral load
and diversity, which is important to help minimizing the public health risks based on the exposure to
effluent water containing viruses [55]. Additionally, the evenness and diversity measured by Simpson
indices suggested that the lowest values detected in the influent samples could be due to E. coli phage
H7, P. aeruginosa phage, and Aeromonas phage, which were the dominant phylotypes in the community.

Table 4. Species richness, diversity, and evenness indices in wastewater treatment plant.

Samples Chao-1 Shannon–Wiener Simpson

Influent water (IW) 1566.6 2.7 0.4
Effluent water (EW) 412.3 1.1 0.7
Excess sludge (ES) 333.8 1.2 0.6
Mixed liquor (ML) 441.4 1.2 0.7

All statistical analyses used for the clustering of viral phylotypes suggested a clear differentiation
between the viral communities in the influent wastewater samples and the other samples studied
(mixed liquor, sludge, and effluent water). However, these clustering analyses also suggested an
important similarity in viral communities in the mixed liquor, excess sludge, and the outlet water
(effluent) of the WWTP (Figure 4). The results suggested that the WWTP process has a strong influence
on the composition of the viral community structure in the activated sludge wastewater treatment
system [57,58].
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3.5. Sensitive Viral Phylotypes

SIMPER analysis showed that the viral phylotypes detected in the WWTP that contributed more
to the dissimilarity between influent samples and the rest of sampling points (mixed liquor, sludge,
and effluent) in the wastewater treatment process were mainly composed by E. coli O157 typing phage 7,
Pseudomonas phage LKA1, and Aeromonas phage vB_AsaM-56 (Figure 5). Despite E. coli O157 phage 7
being the phylotype dominant with more than 10% of total relative abundance in all of the samples,
the differences between groups of samples were mainly driven by P. aeruginosa phage and Aeromonas
phage, which were absent in the aerobic reactor, excess sludge, and effluent water of the WWTP.

The control of bacterial populations by bacteriophages in WWTPs has been extensively
studied [38,40]. In this sense, the bacteriophage community must be considered essential in the
lysis of certain human pathogenic microorganisms, such as Enterobacteriaceae. For this reason, urban
wastewater treatment processes must be considered important not only for nutrient removal (C, N, or P),
but also for the removal of bacterial and virus pathogens [46,57].

Statistical analysis with EES and DEA showed that the structure of the virome in the WWTP was
only affected in its bacteriophage community in response to the sampling point (Figure 6). In contrast,
the viral community which infects eukaryotic cells (specifically human) was similar in all the samples
studied (influent water, mixed liquor, sludge, and effluent water). This seems to suggest that the urban
wastewater treatment process modified the diversity of the bacterial virus community, but it did not
seem to affect the diversity of the human viruses [41]. However, these results require complementary
quantitative studies, since the methodology used in this study only permits establishing a relative
abundance of phylotypes.
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3.6. Linkage between Operational Conditions and Viral Phylotypes

The multivariate redundancy analysis linked the physicochemical data and dominant virus
phylotypes with biological samples of the wastewater treatment procedure (Figure 7). Therefore,
the results showed that biological samples from the effluent water were related to high physicochemical
performance in terms of organic matter, nitrogen, and phosphorous removal. In the same way,
Otu0521, Otu0326, and Otu0092 were affiliated taxonomically with Pseudomonas phage D3, Aeromonas
phage vB_AsaM-56, and Pseudomonas Phage LKA1, respectively. These results combine the activity
of bacteriophages with a higher removal ratio, suggesting a bacterial population control by the
bacteriophages community.

The Otu0420 virus phylotype affiliated with E. coli phage 1720, was linked with the sludge,
and was exclusively present in this kind of sample. In the same way, several viral OTUs were positively
correlated with mixed liquor samples obtained from the aerobic reactor, such as Edwardsiella phage
MSW-3, Pseudomonas phage H66, Burkolderia cepacia phage Bcep22, Bordetella phage BIP-1, and others.
These results suggested that these phylotypes play an essential role in the control of the bacterial
community structure and dynamics of the biological process in the WWTP
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4. Conclusions

This study investigated the total virome in a full-scale conventional activated sludge treatment
plant and its efficiency in virus removal. The results suggested a low potential risk to human health
after biological treatment of the urban wastewater, due to the low relative abundance of human
pathogenic viruses found in the effluent water and excess sludge. In conclusion, dominant viral
communities detected were bacteriophages, and Escherichia coli O157 typing phage 7 was the dominant
phylotype, which acquired a considerable potential role in the viral community composition of all
collected samples. The transmission electron microscopy studies and the cluster analysis showed the
different dynamics of viral samples before (influent wastewater) and after (effluent water, mixed liquor,
and sludge) biological treatment affecting mainly to bacteriophages.
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